
Circulation/ILL Advisory Group Minutes 
December 14, 2018 
 
Attendees: Anastasia Daskalos, Park Ridge; Barb Majka, McHenry; Stacy Mora, Fremont; 
Louise Neidorf, Wilmette; Jeff Ray, Morton Grove; Erin Seeger, Northbrook; Robin Smith, 
Highland Park 
 
Also Present: Mieko Fujiura-Landers, CCS; Debra Wischmeyer, CCS 
 
 
Missing on Holdshelf Procedures 
The group reviewed the current draft for Missing on Holdshelf procedures. Suggestions and 
revisions were discussed, including:  

● Clarifying procedures are for local and intra-CCS holds 
● Check out missing holds to missing on holdshelf card instead of leaving hold unclaimed 

after verifying patron does not have item 
● Marking item as lost immediately after checking out to missing on holdshelf card 

M. Fujiura-Landers will revise procedures and email to group for final approval. Group will 
review and respond by end of day Wednesday, Dec. 19th. The final procedures will be sent to 
technical group listservs by Friday of next week (Dec. 21st). 
 
Book Discussion Holds Procedures 
The group also reviewed draft procedures for placing Book Discussion Holds. Challenges with 
the procedures included how to identify which holds are book club requests and knowing how 
long the item will be out for. The draft procedures will be updated to include: 

● How to generate a picklist via staff client reports, which would include the patron’s name 
and patron code 

● Clarified wording that item-level holds can be placed on your library’s items, but not on 
other libraries’ items 

● Using “Deny” on the Picklist Processing Tool if not filling the request 
M. Fujiura-Landers will update the procedure draft and email to group for review.  
 
Cancelled Holds Time Period 
The PAS Advisory Group recommended reducing the number of days a cancelled hold displays 
on a patron’s record from 30 days to 14 days. Reducing the amount of days a cancelled hold 
displays on a patron’s record will alleviate some patron confusion over cancelled holds and 
visual clutter on their list of holds. A question was asked about the patron’s notice history being 
affected by the adjustment. The hold notice history will still appear on a patron’s record even 
after a cancelled hold disappears.  
 
ACTION Should the number of days a cancelled hold displays on a patron’s record be reduced 
to 14 days?  



 
The proposal passed by unanimous voice vote. CCS will develop a timeline for the change and 
communicate to libraries via the weekly newsletter. 
 
Primary RTF Cycle - Picklist Turnaround 
The Primary RTF Cycle includes holds placed for pickup at your location if you own an available 
copy. These requests remain on your picklist for 7 days before moving on to the next location. 
The “Ask Me Now” option does not work for Primary RTF cycle requests. The group discussed 
the length of time an item remains in the primary RTF cycle and considered both staff and 
patron experiences in its current state and with a reduced period.  
 
The group determined that 7 days is an appropriate amount of time for the Primary RTF, 
particularly in situations where shelving is backlogged. Libraries who are unable to locate an 
item should mark the item missing or use the “Deny” option in the Picklist Processing Tool to 
move the request on to a different library before the 7 day period is over.  
 
Removing Parent/Guardian Information from Record  
 The group determined there would be interest in an automated process for removing 
parent/guardian information for patrons who turn 18. The point was made that adult caretaker 
information is sometimes stored in the parent/guardian information field, and libraries would not 
want that to be removed. The decision was made to add a new patron custom field for 
caretaker. CCS will generate a clean-up report of patrons older than 18 with parent/guardian 
information. Libraries could review and manually move caretaker info into the new field.  
 
CCS will implement the caretaker patron custom field and generate the cleanup report for 
libraries. CCS will look into developing the automated process after the Morton Grove migration 
is complete and will aim for spring 2019. 
 
Retaining Lost Records - Best Practices 
CCS currently does not have a system-wide recommendation for how long libraries should 
retain item records after they become Lost. Current library practices range from 3 months to 12 
months, with the majority retaining Lost item records for 6 months before deleting. The timeline 
for deletion of lost items affects how long patrons can recover Lost items and have the 
replacement cost removed or receive a refund.  
 
The group recommended retaining Lost item records for a minimum of 3 months, and setting a 
cap at 12 months. The recommendation will be taken to additional committees for review.  
 
User Experience Topic Ideas 
CCS is interested in performing UX studies with patrons focused on quick, targeted topics such 
as notice format or PAC record display. The group brainstormed potential topics for quick patron 
UX studies, including: 



● Self Check/SIP field display 
● Hold status (note that ILL request statuses are not able to be modified) 
● Hold notices 

Suggestions were made to consider email blasts as well as in-person methods to collect 
responses. 
 
Addition to the Agenda: Card Renewal Reminder Notice Text 
CCS asked the group for input on the text for the patron renewal reminder notice. This email 
notice is issued to patrons whose library cards will be expiring in 31 days. The group agreed on 
the message: Your library card will expire in 31 days. Please visit the library with proof of 
residency to renew your registration.  
 
The text will be sent to language expert volunteers to be translated.  
 
 
 
Summary of next Steps: 
 

Who What When 

CCS Revise Missing on Holdshelf 
procedures 

End of day Dec. 14, 2018 

Circ/ILL Adv Group Approve Missing on Holdshelf 
procedure revisions 

End of day Dec. 19, 2018 

CCS Post and distribute Missing 
on Holdshelf procedures 

December 21, 2018 

CCS Revise Book Discussion Hold 
procedures. Distribute to 
Advisory Group for approval. 

December 28, 2019 

CCS Notify libraries of cancelled 
hold period change; 
implement 14 day limit. 

Notify starting Dec. 14; 
implement change Jan. 1, 
2019 

CCS Configure caretaker patron 
custom code for patron 
registration 

December 21, 2019 

CCS Generate and distribute 
over-18 parent/guardian 
cleanup report 
 

Post-January Migration 



CCS Develop automated process 
to remove parent/guardian 
information from patron 
record 

Spring 2019 

CCS Take lost record retention 
recommendation to additional 
committees for review 

2019 

CCS/Volunteer language 
experts 

Translate expiration notice 
reminder text 

2019 

 


